CASE STUDY

tour de france
2015

The Tour de France is the biggest annual sporting event in
the world. Between 10-12 million people line the roads
each year to watch the spectacle.

Case Study: Tour de France
Brief:
Our client, a global financial institution, wanted a special
event for a select group of their clients. They requested:

• French stage of the tour, during week with direct flight links
from London

• 1 or 2 night stay (4 star hotel)
• Cycling a flat stage (with bikes provided based on comfort
rather than speed) and then, as a preference, watching a
mountain stage

• VIP access to competitor village (plus photo opps with

current competitors and former elite cyclists) at start of race,
good viewing area during race and admission to VIP area
for finish line

• Bi-lingual guide (throughout) and professional
photographer (as required)

The response:
Flights arrived into Toulouse on Wednesday 15th July
and the group was met at the airport for the short
journey to a restaurant for a leisurely lunch. During coffee
each guest had a bike fit (carbon Wilier bikes) for the ride
the following day.

The clients had a relaxed afternoon before reconvening
for drinks in the hotel bar, followed by a short walk to
dinner at Les Caves de la Marechale – a locally-renowned
restaurant based in the vaulted cellar of an old priory.

In the morning we had a more relaxed start and headed
off to the Start village after breakfast. Here we sampled
local delicacies and bought some TdF merchandise
before heading to the team buses VIP area.

Following a night cap in Toulouse it was off to bed as
we had an early start on Thursday. We left the hotel at
7.30 to ensure that we had time for a ride on the route
of today’s Tour de France. The route was 26.5km up an
elevation gain of 550m and allowed the group to soak
up the atmosphere and get a sense of what was in store
for the competitors.

The bikes on display were unbelievable and most of the
group waited by the team Sky bus for a glimpse of Chris
Froome, Geraint Thomas, Richie Porte and the rest of the
Sky team.

We had a quick lunch at midday of traditional Pyrennean
fayre and then jumped into 3 minibuses to drive up to
the finish of the Mountain stage at the Plateau de Beille.
The crowds on the side of the roads were building all the
way and the atmosphere was charged with anticipation.
On arrival at the finish line we had VIP access to the
Izoard area where champagne was on tap for the
guests to enjoy as the race was beamed live on large
TV’s. The caravan supplied endless amusement and
then the excitement really built as the riders started
to arrive. Following the finish we transferred back to
Toulouse for a late dinner and the comfort of the hotel.

We then transferred to Toulouse and checked into
the 4 star Hotel Pullman in Toulouse for 2 nights.

We were not disappointed and a few selfies with Chris
Froome were taken when he left the bus to jump on his
bike and do what he had to do that day!
It was a great finale to the trip, and the group then
went back to Toulouse airport for a lunchtime flight
back to the UK.

The whole set up, including the ride and the
varied itinerary made for a very different and
hugely rewarding few days.
Adam Hedley
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...a boyhood dream come true.
To be at the finish line and start
line of two stages, close up to
the cyclists and being well looked
after was the perfect way to
watch it.
Alastair Scott

Case Study: Tour de France
Itinerary: 3 days/2 nights
Day One

Fly to Toulouse.
Pick-up is arranged with hired coach (with bike storage facility), we will drive out to
get fitted for bikes for tomorrow’s ride. After the fitting is done; transfer to hotel and
check in before dinner.

Day Two

Bike ride and access to the VIP Izoard area at the stage finish atop the
Plateau de Beille!
Drive out around 7:30am

•

Ride 26.5km with 550m elevation gain (aprox 1h20mn but will plan very
loosely).

Plateau de Beille

The final 15km of the ride are on course (time element) and we will ride to the
restaurant for a quick bite to eat at noon

Witness the professional riders of the Tour de France take on the epic climb of Plateau
de Beille which dominates the valley of Ariège in the Pyrenees. A resort dedicated to
skiing is taken over in the summer time with keen cyclists, and more precisely by the
peloton of the Tour de France that stopped over there on five occasions. The last time
was in 2011 and Belgian Jelle Vanendert had enjoyed a sweet revenge over Samuel
Sanchez beating the Spaniard to victory just two days after he had finished behind the
same man in Luz-Ardiden. The Plateau de Beille also brings fond memories to Thomas
Voeckler who had managed to defend his Yellow Jersey there both in 2004 and 2011.

•
•
•
•
•
Day Three

Tour de France Stages 12 & 13

•
•
•

Start ride at 9:30am

Leave restaurant at 12:30pm latest
VIP access at Izoard from 2:30pm
Estimated stage finish time for winner; 4:45pm to 5:15pm
Evacuation will start taking place only once the broom-wagon has gone through
and it will be organized for teams in priority.
Late Dinner at the hotel

After the excitement of yesterday, there will be a bit more time this morning. Arrive
in Muret and the stage start location around 10am. Guests will have access to the
Start Village which has exhibits, food, drink, picture opportunities as well as the
Rider’s enclosure with team buses. One hour at the Start Village is plenty before
heading over to the team buses, so an arrival around 10:10am should be just fine.
Regroup around 12:45pm (depending on the parking situation) and make the drive
to Toulouse Airport before boarding the flight home.
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Muret
In the geographical outskirts of Toulouse, there’s a real passion for flying machines
and it’s lasted for quite some time now. It was actually one of the most famous
children of Muret who was said to have managed to fly the first motorized machine,
known then as the Eole. Clément Ader, a pioneer in the history of aviation, actually
first started his career as an inventor by bringing innovations to the velocipede he had
discovered at the Paris Universal Exhibition in 1867. While La Route du Sud cycling race
has often organised stages taking off from Muret, the Tour de France will be visiting for
the first time.

Great venues and to get so close
to the action was extraordinary,
never had that opportunity
before. The logistics were
brilliant and I can’t believe we
did so much and saw so much in
such a tight window.
Nick Beagley
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